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A Master Inspires Us

I ’d started writing my column for this month when I needed to check something and came 

across a great video by Jay Maisel, Jay Maisel on How to Be a Better Photographer. Since we, at 

WPS, strive to bring out the art in our images, it was clear, who better to guide us than Jay Maisel. 

I have quoted from his video: 

Look at art. Don’t look at photography, look at art. Art’s been going on for 50,000 years.    Daguerre-

otype was started 200 years ago. So, where do you think there’s a greater well of discovery? Where do 

you think there's more wisdom? In looking at art.

And if you look at art, it’s freeing for you. You begin to understand that nothing is barred. You can 

do anything you want. You start looking at photographs and photographic books and you’ve got all 

these god damn rules—rule of thirds, rules of this, rules of that. And the thing that I tell people is that 

you are your own person, you do whatever the hell you want. You have no obligation to me as your 

teacher or to the camera and its dammed histograms or any other thing that someone told you you 

should do.

These are thoughts that can start conversations, make us think and inspire us to fearlessly go out 

and shoot what we “need” to shoot. 

As we begin our 2018-2019 season, let’s continue to show that the history of art continues in our 

photography at WPS

Warmly,
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President’s Message

TOE HOLD  
By Linda Austrian
Jim and I try to attract hummingbirds to our backyard by planting 
Lobelia. One evening, this little female ruby throated hummingbird 
was sipping nectar heavily. She then hung upside down holding onto 
the end of a blossom by the tiny toes of one foot. She hung there a few 
minutes (enough time for me to run get my camera).  I was sure I had 
discovered something amazing – an upside down hummingbird. I 
googled it; it is a known phenomenon called “torpor” whereby the 
humming bird rests and greatly reduces its metabolism. So no 
discovery, but a wonderful memory.

COVER PHOTO
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Copyright Notice 

Unless specifically noted herein, all images and 
articles are copyrighted by their respective authors. 
Clip-art is used under license from Microsoft 
Corporation and other sources. This publication is 
copyrighted property of the Westchester 
Photographic Society (WPS) and may not be 
reprinted in whole or in part without its expressed 
written permission, with the usual exceptions for fair 
use as defined by §107 of the U.S. Copyright code.

Contact Information

Your comments and suggestions are always 
welcome and should be addressed as follows: 
If concerning the WPS Newsletter, In Focus, 
address comments to the editor at infocus@
wpsphoto.org. If concerning our website, 
address comments to our webmaster, Dick 
Budnik, at webmaster@wpsphoto.org. All 
other comments should be addressed to our 
President, Deborah Cohen.

Weather Notice

If driving conditions are hazardous, meetings 
will be cancelled. Look for announcements of 
Westchester Community College (WCC) 
closings on the following media outlets:

WFAS 103.9 FM /1230 AM, WHUD 100.7 FM
WCBS 880 AM, TV News 12, 
www.wfasfm.com

Members are advised to check their email for 
emergency weather notices from WPS.

October
5 Competition 1B
12 Out of the Box
19 Walter Kimmel, "Going Beyond the 
 P Setting On Your Camera," Birthday,   
 Mentoring (Processing Fal Foliage)
26 Competition 2A

November
2 Lester Lefkowitz, "Making Great   
 Photographs with a Speed Light"
9 Show Us What You've Got
16 Competition 2B
23 No Meeting: Thanksgiving
30 Chase Guttman, "Heightened Visions:   
 The Dynamic World of Drone Photography"

December
7 Competition 3A
14 Penelope Taylor, "Infrared Photography,"  
 Birthday, Mentoring
21 Holiday Party
28 No Meeting: Happy Holidays

January
4 Competition 3B
11 Showcases, Birthday, Mentoring
18 What's in Your Bag?
25 Competition 4A

February
1 TBD
8 Theme Competition 1
15 TBD, Birthday, Mentoring
22 Competition 4B

March
1 TBD
8 TBD
15 Competition 5A
22 TBD, Birthday, Mentoring
29 TBD

Pleaste note:
Check the WPS website (wpsphoto.org) for 
recent changes.

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Bulletin Board

MARKETPLACE
TAMRON 16-300 mm PZ LENS for 

NIKON 
in excellent working and cosmetic 

condition: $399.00. Comes with lens 
shade and rear lens cap. 

Please call Mano at 914-271-5542
OrelDigitalPrinting.com

Lester Lefkowitz on November 2 
Lester Lekowitz has been a professional photographer 

and teacher for over thirty years.  His work has appeared 

in National Geographic, The New York Times, Time 

Magazine, and hundreds of other U.S. and international 

publications.  Lester has created images for Microsoft, 

General Electric, IBM, General Motors, Citibank, Johnson & Johnson and many 

other Fortune500® companies.  He has photographed in all fifty states, twenty-one 

countries and Antarctica.  Lester is an engaging, enthusiastic teacher, and has 

taught scores of workshops at the International Center of Photography in New 

York City, lectured to numerous professional organizations, and annually teaches 

workshop in Italy.  He is also the author of three books on photography, estab-

lished the undergraduate art photography program at Stony Brook University, and 

holds a master’s degree in optical engineering. You can see some of his work at 

www.LesterLefkowitz.com.

Chase Guttman on Nov 30 
Chase Guttman is an award-winning travel photographer, 

drone photography expert, author, writer, lecturer and social 

media influencer. Three-time recipient and first American to 

win Young Travel Photographer of the Year, a prestigious 

international competition judged by museum curators and magazine editors, 

Guttman was named a World’s Top Travel Photographer by Condé Nast Traveler, a 

Rising Star by Instagram and won the 2017 Walter Cronkite Award for Excellence in 

Storytelling and Exploration—a lifetime achievement level honor. His recent book, The 

Handbook of Drone Photography, was one of the first written on the topic and 

received critical acclaim from publications such as Travel + Leisure, The Telegraph, 

Business Insider, The Daily Mail and the New York Post, among others. Check out his 

website or his Instagram.

¬¬ DUES ARE OVERDUE ¬¬
Use PayPal, Zelle or credit card 

on the WPS website

http://media.wix.com/ugd/a1e134_891d9e88bba14a6097c3e80cae2856c1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a1e134_40f47279eba144649cbb0197f904056d.pdf
http://www.LesterLefkowitz.com
http://chaseguttman.com
https://www.instagram.com/chaseguttman/
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Northern Westchester Hospital/
Chappaqua Crossing

“Sports/Action or Movement”
Exhibit: Apr 18-Oct 17

Cancer Treatment and 
Wellness Center

Northern Westchester Hospital
"The Wonder and Beauty of Trees"

Exhibit: Jun 11 - Jan 7, 2019

Greenburgh Public Library
"Surf and Turf"

Exhibit: Oct 15 - Nov 29
Reception: Sat, Nov 10 from 2-4PM

Drop Off: Mon, Oct 15 at 10AM
Pick Up: Thurs, Nov 29 at 10AM

Ossining Public Library
“The Photographer's Pallette”

Drop Off: Thurs, Nov 1 at 10AM
Reception: Sat, Nov 17 from 2-4PM

Exhibit: Nov 1 - Nov 30

Osborn Assisted Care and 
Nursing Home in Rye

“Motion and Movement—
Sports, Action or Animals”

Drop Off: Mon, Nov 19 at 4PM
Reception: Wed, Dec 5 from 5-7PM

Exhibit: Nov 20 - Apr 28, 2019

(Samplings only. Please log on to 
websites to see the entire schedules)

B&H Photo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/

EventSpace.jsp

Oct 3 Sigma Lens Workshop Presents;
 Sports 102
 with Marc Farb
Oct 4 A Visit to the Smallest Town USA
 with Rick Gerrity
Oct 5 Street Portrait Photo Walk to 
 Comic Con
 with Charles Chessler
Oct 7 Chasing Light: A Photo Walk  
 with Pete Halvorsen
Oct 8 Wescott Presents: Light it Up 
 with Sony
 with Scott Robert Lim & 
 Will Cadena
... more online

Adorama
http://www.adorama.com/alc/events

Oct 9 Bridal Photo Walk
 with Vanessa Joy
Oct 11 Light Behold Light Beautiful
 with Charles & Jennifer Maring
Oct 15 Mirrorless Mondays: 
 Mixed Lighting
 with Tony Gale
Oct 21 Rick's Road Trip Photo Tips
 with Rick Sammon
... more online

AREA MUSEUMS

WPS FIELD TRIPS

SEMINARS/WORKSHOPSWPS GROUP EXHIBITS

Field Trip details: 
http://www.wpsphoto.org/#!members-

field-trips/iubyr

MEMBER EXHIBITS

ABSTRACTS
Photographs

by
LINDA AUSTRIAN, SUSAN BLATT, 

MICHAEL FRIEDMAN, WAYNE MARCUS, 
H. DAVID STEIN and DENNIS THORNTON

Spring and Summer 2018
Sam’s of Gedney Way

50 Gedney Way
White Plains

samsofgedneyway.com

Metropolitan Museum
(www.metmuseum.org)

African American Portraits: Photographs 
from the 1940s and 1950s
Exhibit: Through Oct 8

Museum of Modern Art
(www.moma.org)

 Archives and Ongoing

International Center for Photography
(www.icp.org)

Designing the Future
Exhibit: Through Dec 1

 Vantage Point 24: Celebrating 20 Years
Exhibit: Through Dec 31

Museum of the City of New York
(www.mcny.org)

Through a Different Lens:
Stanley Kubrick Photos

Exhibit: Through Oct 28

ArtsWestchester
(https://.artswestchester.org)

Photojournalism Exhibition—Our Rights 
Our Freedoms, Always: Celebrating Hu-
man Rights Through the Camera Lens

Exhibit: Through Nov 17

Aperture
(www.aperture.org)

Guadalupe Rosales: Legends Never Die, 
A Collective Memory

Exhibit: Sep 20 - Oct 20
Chloe Dewe Mathews: Caspian: 

The Elements
Exhibit: Oct 25 - Nov 30

Bruce Museum
(https://brucemuseum.org/)

Wild Bees: Photographs by
Paula Sharp and Ross Eatman

Exhibit: Through Nov 11

Neuberger Museum
(https://www.neuberger.org/)

American Moments: 
Photographs by John Shearer

Exhibit: Through Dec 23

Wild Bees: 
Photographs by Paula Sharp and Ross Eatman

April 14 - November 11 n Bruce Museum, Greenwich

This exhibition Wild Bees features exquisite 
color photographs of wild bees in their 
natural habitats, along with an exploration 
of their varied lifestyles. The photographs 
are part of an ongoing wild bee project 
undertaken by photojournalist and writer 
Paula Sharp and nature photographer Ross 
Eatman, who began documenting wild 
bees inhabiting New York's Rockefeller 
State Park Preserve and neighboring Stone 

Barns Center for Food and Agriculture in 2014. Their lenses capture in beautiful 
detail the tremendous variety of shapes, colors and sizes of the insects. The 
essential role bees play in our planet’s health also comes into view.

Please put your reservations in for the 
Annual WPS Awards Dinner 

on November 4 at La Catena Restaurant. Abstracts
Get examples and ideas. 

How abstracts differ from 
Open Mind.

click...click...click...click...click...click...click...click

click...click...click...click...click...click...click...click

http://samsofgedneyway.com
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/70-stunning-abstract-photographs--photo-8826
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Now, having stepped into my nineties, I am more and more fascinated by many 
obits I see. I don’t think it is any sudden concern with mortality (but then again, 
who knows???). However I am conscious of appreciation, and I must confess 
fascination with many that I see that document and celebrate the deceased’s really 
unique and special achievements.
 
Today (September 25,) the person getting my attention is Henry Wessel, 76 when 
he died a few days ago. He was a distinguished photographer, having received two 
Guggenheim Fellowships, and two National Endowment for the Arts grants. He 
also had a one man show at the Museum of Modern Art (1972) in NYC when he 
was just 30, a retrospective at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles 
(1998), and then again at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (2007).
 
Wessel was born in Teaneck, NJ in 1942, and graduated from Penn State 
University in 1968, majoring in Psychology. While working in an off-campus 
bookstore, he came across a book by John Szarkowski, the legendary curator of 
photography at the Museum of Modern Art. He was so taken by what he saw in 
the book, “The Photographer’s Eye”, that he shifted his focus from Psychology to 
Photography, and that became his life’s work Mr Wessel was never without his 
Leica, and always alert to what was going on around him.
 

He was enthralled by the west, from the moment he arrived in Los Angeles in 1969.
“I walked out of the airport into one of those clear sharp edged January days” he said.
“The light had such physical presence it looked as though you could lean against it”.
 
He became a cornerstone of the Photography Program at the San Francisco Art institute, which 
he joined in 1973, making a point of telling his students that after taking and processing his 
photos, he put them away for a year before selecting the images he thought would be enduring.
“If you let some time go by before considering work that you have done,
you move toward a more objective position in judging it.”

 
He limited his tools to a single camera, a Leica with one type of lens, 28 mm. “Over the years, his 
sense of how light translates to film and then to paper, became instinctive” He told his students:
“The most important choices were where to stand and what to shoot.”
 
He would have been hard pressed to define what goes into those decisions.
“Part of it is the discipline of being actively receptive....in a process that might be called soft 
eyes.”
“You are not looking for something. You are open, receptive. At some point you are in front of 
something you cannot ignore”.
 
Then he offered a clue to what motivated him.
“The process of photographing is a pleasure: eyes open, receptive, sensing, and at some point,con-
necting.
It’s thrilling to be outside your mind, your eyes far ahead of your thoughts.”

 
Please note: All information above about Henry Wessel, without exception, 
came from and should be credited to the Obituary, written by Philip Gefter, 
and that appeared in the NY Times, September 25, 2018, page B14. The 
selections are some that caught my eye. Every thing in quotes includes words 
attributed to Wessel. All others are the words of the writer, Philip Gefter, and 
edited by me (with apologies to Mr Gefner) in an effort to make this a brief, 
but hopefully meaningful and still interesting summery. The photos came 
from an online version of this very obituary.

A Note From Jerry Hoffman
Taken from a New York Time Obituary
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

Alberto Fernandez, First
Dew Drops on Morning Glory

Voyin Hrnjak, Second
Monkey

COLOR B DIGITAL

Barbara Pollack, Third
Purple Crocus

Julie Van Benthuysen, HM
Flutter by Butterfly

Rosemary Cooney, Third
Fog Rolling in Near Bob's Creek
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

COLOR A DIGITAL

Ron Carran, First
Brooklyn Bridge Park

Rafael Molina, Second
Crossing Over

Barbara Kapetanakes, Third
Bird Looking Away

Roger Chenault, HM
Portrait
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

COLOR SALON DIGITAL

Tom O'Connell, First
Hooouse in the Cloooouds

Joyce Blumenthal, Second
Bronx Lotus in Breeze

Anastasia Tompkins, Second
Landing Woodpecker

Deborah Cohen, Third
Lots to Say
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

COLOR SALON DIGITAL

Harvey Augenbraun, HM
Red Hybiscus

Joyce Blumenthal, HM
Parrot

Albert Tang, HM
The Rose

Anastasia Tompkins, HM
Timing is Everything Amsterdam

Carlotta Grenier, HM
Gypsy Vanner Horse
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

COLOR OPEN MIND DIGITAL

Albert Tang, First
Phoenix Rising

Arnold Breisblatt, Second
Ready to Rumble

Jose Ferriera, Second
Untitled 1

Joyce Blumenthal, Third
Dying Sun Flower
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Competition 1A (Judge: Lisa Cuchara)

COLOR OPEN MIND DIGITAL

Joyce Blumenthal, Third
Man Walking in Rye Preserve

Dennis Thornton, Third
Emerging from the Bubbles of Consciousness

Voyin Hrnjakg, HM
Bird's Sky

Voyin Hrnjakg, HM
Floating Plate

Anastasia Tompkins, Third
Campobello Island Sunset
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“Oh no!” was the thought when we learned that the 
forecast was not good...again! This trip was planned to 
make up for the poor weather and incomplete gardens we 
experienced in the spring.  On that trip, we soldiered on 
ending up with very interesting images and, as ever, having 
a great time. 

WPS folks have little trepidation about shooting in “bad” 
weather. Not only did we laugh and photograph each other 
in our handy, brightly colored ponchos, we shared best 
views, camera settings and solving camera issues. Two 
examples: Kenny and Deborah were figuring out how to 
shoot the small waterfalls with very slow shutter speeds 
and no tripods which aren’t allowed in the park without a 
special, expensive photographer’s pass. Arnold took the 
opportunity to work one-on-one with Bonnie.

Untermeyer always seems to have an unexpected delight. 
In the spring two agile young ladies were practicing yoga. 
This time there were several wedding photographers. 
These ran the gamut from heavy duty photography 
equipment to cell phones!

Our dauntless friends’ comments and photos are a hint of 
what a great day we had. Photos are by Stephanie, Kenny, 
Bonnie, Arnold, Deborah and Al.

Stephanie: No rain, or chill will stop the group from WPS 
from taking photos. It was a lovely day, lively luncheon 
conversation and then a marvelous park, Untermeyer. It 
was my first time there, and I look forward to going back 
again and again in different seasons.
Kenny: Untermeyer is a beautiful place. I especially liked 
the Hakonechloa macra and will be going again.
Bonnie: Despite the steady rain, I was grateful for the 
chance to be mentored by Arnold and Deborah.
Arnold: Another wonderful field trip to the exotic Persian 
Garden at Untermeyer park. Despite the rain, visiting the 
park is always wonderful with great photo opportunities 
including beautiful flowers, trees and walkways. Another 
highlight was the various wedding parties that provided 
some bonus photographic inspirations.

Our October trip is our annual weekend thrip, this year 
we’re going to the Finger Lake region. Anyone interested, 
please speak to Deborah ASAP. http://docs.wixstatic.com/
ugd/a1e134_3535438acd7e4b52bdbc0ebf4d292925.pdf

Untermeyer—Rain or …. rain, we loved it anyway!
By Deborah Lea Cohen

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a1e134_3535438acd7e4b52bdbc0ebf4d292925.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a1e134_3535438acd7e4b52bdbc0ebf4d292925.pdf
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W e were generously rewarded by “the powers that be” for postponing our 
Annual Picnic to the rain date! The weather was perfect! Our other great 

decision to have a potluck lunch this year yielded delicious results as our members 
are both incredible cooks and bakers and those who are neither, know the best 
places to pick up culinary delights. Decades ago we dubbed ourselves the “West-
chester Photographic and Eating Society”... both our images and food are still hard 
to match anywheres!

This year was a bit different because although many of us photographed around the 
grounds, several more just took the day to hang out and enjoy each others’ compa-
ny. What a testament to the warmth and friendship of our members!

Our reputation obviously extends to all living things...as you’ll see in the photos, a 
white pigeon adopted us for the day...getting up close and personal!!

Caramoor was, again, our welcoming photographic playground. Its grounds offer 
amazingly beautiful buildings, flowers, scenics, etc. etc. Photos are included to let 
everyone know what a great place it is—thank you Ernie, Chris, Zane and Rita, 
Silvie, Jackie, Deborah, Arnold, Kenny and Bob for sharing them with us. The 
photos say it all!

The day is best described by a few picnickers:

Jerry: Yes, another WPS picnic, on a perfect day, providing a much too rare 
opportunity to reconnect with fellow club members. What a delight...so much good 
food, so much easy conversation, so much affection...a reflection of what makes 
WPS such a special group. Also worth mentioning, the “after glow”, a few of us 
hanging around for a final clean up, remembering that we are guests of Caramoor, 
with appreciation, and wanting to leave the place at least as nice as when we 
arrived, and we did. It was a lovely day, indeed!

Chris: Once again... a great picnic. Great weather, good friends, good food (and 
lots of it), and good photo ops. The best part is sharing and socializing with WPS 
friends and getting to know new ones. Don’t miss any more opportunities to get 
together with the WPS “gang.”

Lois: I had a wonderful, relaxing afternoon enjoying the camaraderie of friends and 
indulging in the delicious food. Caramoor is such a beautiful setting for our annual picnic.

Ernie: The Weatherman was so wrong Sunday. We had a wonderful day with no 
humidity. We even had a breeze which made eating all the great food even more 
tasty as well as the perfect setting for taking photos.

Kenny: The weather was perfect but we didn’t have enough food. Do we ever have 
enough? :)

Zane and Rita: As usual, there were a lots of delicious foods, laughters, 
warm friendships and a perfect weather for photos shooting on annual WPS picnic 
at the Caramoor. We really enjoyed the day. 

WPS attempts to hold a field trip each month so keep your eye out for our next 
photographic adventure!

Annual Picnic at Caramoor: “It was a lovely day, indeed!”
by Deborah Lea Cohen and Joyful Picnickers
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SHOW US HOW YOU DID IT: AUGUST 24

JOE EDELMAN: SEPTEMBER 7

photos by M
elanie Rush

photos by Arnold Breisblatt
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COMPETITION 1A: SEPTEMBER 14
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ANDREW PAUL LEONARD: SEPTEMBER 21
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THE 12 ELEMENTS OF A MERIT IMAGE THAT JUDGES USE WHEN EVALUATING PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
The Professional Photographers of America has published the following list of the 12 Elements of a Merit Print.  
These are the criteria that PPGNY judges consider when judging image competitions. 
 
Twelve elements have been defined as necessary for the success of an art piece or image. Any image, art piece, or 
photograph will reveal some measure of all twelve elements, while a visually superior example will reveal obvious 
consideration of each one. 
 
IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE: 
 
1.)  is the sense one gets upon viewing an image for the first time. Compelling images evoke laughter, sadness, 
anger, pride, wonder or another intense emotion. There can be impact in any of these twelve elements. 
 
2.)  is the print quality of the image itself as it is presented for viewing. Retouching, 
manipulation, sharpness, exposure, printing, mounting, and correct color are some items that speak to the qualities of the 
physical print. 
 
3.)  is the original, fresh, and external expression of the imagination of the maker by using the medium to 
convey an idea, message or thought. 
 
4.)  is defined in a number of ways as it applies to a creative image. It might be defined by a specific genre or 
simply be recognizable as the characteristics of how a specific artist applies light to a subject. It can impact an image in a 
positive manner when the subject matter and the style are appropriate for each other, or it can have a negative effect 
when they are at odds. 
 
5.)  is important to the design of an image, bringing all of the visual elements together in concert to 
express the purpose of the image. Proper composition holds the viewer in the image and prompts the viewer to look 
where the creator intends. Effective composition can be pleasing or disturbing, depending on the intent of the image 
maker. 
 
6.)  affects an image by giving it a finished look. The mats and borders used, either physical or digital, 
should support and enhance the image, not distract from it. 
 
7.)  supplies harmony to an image. An image in which the tones work together, effectively supporting 
the image, can enhance its emotional appeal. Color balance is not always harmonious and can be used to evoke diverse 
feelings for effect. 
 
8.)  is the point or points on the image where the maker wants the viewer to stop as they view the 
image. There can be primary and secondary centers of interest. Occasionally there will be no specific center of interest, 
when the entire scene collectively serves as the center of interest. 
 
9.)  the use and control of light - refers to how dimension, shape and roundness are defined in an image.  
Whether the light applied to an image is man-made or natural, proper use of it should enhance an image. 
 
10.)   should always be appropriate to the story being told in an image. 
 
11.)  is the approach used to create the image. Printing, lighting, posing, capture, presentation media, and 
more are part of the technique applied to an image. 
 
12.)  refers to the image’s ability to evoke imagination. One beautiful thing about art is that each viewer 
might collect his own message or read her own story in an image. 
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Coming Events

PDN PhotoPlus International Conference + Expo 
was founded in 1983, and is the largest photogra-
phy and imaging event in North America. The show 
features over 100 educational seminars, Photo Walks 
and Master Classes, special Filmmaking and Drone 
sessions, the Palm Springs Photo Festival Portfolio 
Reviews sponsored by WordPress.com & FUJIFILM, 
the Lucie Technical Awards, and over 200 exhibitors 
and brands displaying thousands of the latest 
equipment, products, and services for you to touch, 
try, and compare.

Conference & Expo: Oct 25-27

The Biggest Photography Event 
in North America

Upcoming Photographic Opportunities

https://www.photoplusexpo.com

https://www.photoplusexpo.com/show/about/
http://l.feathr.co/PPE18_Olympus-America-Inc-v?utm_content=headline&utm_campaign=em_ppeteaser_us&utm_source=email_etprm&utm_medium=email&sfmc_sub=5263201
https://www.photoplusexpo.com


Sponsors of the Westchester Photographic Society
*Ask for your discount from sponsors marked with asterisks

** Discounts with WPS identification

Color Group 769-8484*
168 Saw Mill Rd. Hawthorne, NY 10532-1505

http://colorgroup.com

Hunt’s Camera 1-800-924-8682
100 Main St., Melrose, MA 02176-6104

www.huntsphotoandvideo.com

Thompson’s Art Supply*
184 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, NY 10601

Photoworks 769-6425
465 Bedford Rd., Pleasantville, NY 10570

*(restrictions apply)

Mano Orel (members only)
Printing

Alan Samiljan, 100 Main St.Melrose, MA 02176 (781) 662-8822 alansamhunts@gmail.com 
Follow me on Twitter for the latest deals on used equipment! @AlanAtHunts

inFocus
The Newsletter of the 
Westchester Photographic Society
Ron Carran, editor
P.O. Box 14, Brewster, NY 10509

September was a BIG month for camera and lens new product 
announcements!

Following are our October specials. These specials will be offered through 
October 31, 2018 unless otherwise stated. As always, UPS Ground 
shipping is FREE in the Lower 48 and there is no sales tax except for orders 
shipped to MA, RI or ME. In order to receive correct club and workshop 
special pricing, please call me, Alan Samiljan, at (781) 462-2383 any time 
you order, or send an email including your name and phone number to 
asamiljan@huntsphoto.com and I'll call you. Please note my hours, 
8:30-5:00pm, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday.

The Nikon D850, $3,299.95. Supply has finally loosened up and we often 
have them in stock. My customers tell me it's a monster of a performer! Call 
781-462-2383 to order.

New Fuji X-T3 body, $1,499. Add the VG-XT3 battery grip, $329, and save 
$130! This is what DP Review had to say: "The X-T3 brings with it a brand 
new sensor, a hybrid autofocus system that looks extremely promising and 
video features more in-line with a Panasonic GH5 than typical enthusiast 
mirrorless cameras. Based on our initial impressions, the X-T3 may be the 
mirrorless APS-C camera to beat."

Fuji has some great lens deals through October 31. Call me for details, 
781-462-2383!

Nikon's Full Frame Mirrorless Z7 and Z6 as well as Canon's EOS R Full 
Frame Mirrorless cameras are causing quite a stir. Both systems will use 
most existing lenses with an adapter, and I can tell you from personal 
experience, they work seamlessly! Nikon is offering a $100 savings when 
the FTZ lens adapter is ordered with the camera. Call me at 781-462-2383 
with any questions or to order!

Canon has also introduced two new BIG lenses, the 400mm f/2.8L IS III, 
$11,999, which is 25% lighter than the version II, and the 600mm f/4L IS III, 
$12,999, which is 20% lighter than the II! It is highly unlikely, with the weight 
reductions achieved in the version III, that Canon will produce a DO version, 
which is much more expensive to manufacture, so order your III now! Here 
are some other improvements in the 600mm III vs the II:
• Minimum focus distance 13.78' vs 14.76"
• 5 stop IS vs 4 stop IS
• 17 elements in 13 groups vs 16 elements in 12 groups

• reduced flare and ghosting
• reduced chromatic aberrations
• 6.71 lbs vs 8.62 lbs.
Not to be outdone, Nikon is delivering the AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF 
ED VR, $3.599.95, only one stop slower than the 500mm f/4E VR, 
$10,299.95! The new 500mm weighs about the same as the Nikon 70-200mm 
f/2.8E lens. Amazing! Call me at 781-462-2383 to order yours now.

www.43rumors.com is reporting that Panasonic will be announcing two full 
frame mirrorless cameras on Sept 25th. They have reported several 
possible specs and features none of which have been confirmed by 
Panasonic. If you would like to receive more information as it becomes 
official please let me know. 781-462-2383.

Canon has continued their printer rebate program through October 31, 
2018. Hunt's is offering the Canon Pixma PRO 10 printer at $379.99 before 
rebate (Canon sells it on their website for $699.99). FOR THE MONTH OF 
SEPTEMBER WE WILL INCLUDE ONE PACKAGE EACH OF CANON 
13X19" 50 SHEET SEMIGLOSS AND LUSTER PAPER, A $100 VALUE! 
Canon will then send you a $250 mail in rebate! This is a pigment based 
printer and is always reviewed very well. Your final cost is $129.99 after mail 
in rebate! That includes the printer, 100 sheets 13x19" paper and a FULL 
set of ink! And don't forget to ask me about special pricing on Monitor 
Calibration from Data Color and X-rite, a crucial part of the printing process!

Hunt's is also offering an incredible special on the  Canon Image PRO-
GRAF Pro-1000 17" Printer. Purchase the printer for $1,299.99, and receive 
an assortment worth $699.94 of 17x22" and 13x19" Canon paper! You then 
send in your $300 mail-in rebate. Your final cost is $999.99for the printer 
and $699.94 worth of paper. Supplies definitely limited on this one. Call me 
now to reserve yours. Rebate runs through October 31, 2018!

Used Gear, subject to prior sale:
Olympus 40-150mm f/2.8 Pro $1,099
Sony A7R II body <15k clicks $749
Sony FE 28mm f/2.0 $299
Fuji X-Pro2 body $1,099
Fuji GFX 50S body $4,699
Fuji GF45mm f/2.8 $1,199
Canon 500mm f/4L IS $3,699
Canon 300mm f/4L IS $799
Canon TS-E 24mm f/3.5L II $1,399

tel:%28781%29 662-8822
mailto:alansamhunts@gmail.com
mailto:asamiljan@huntsphoto.com
http://www.43rumors.com
https://shop.usa.canon.com/shop/en/catalog/pixma-pro-10
https://www.usa.canon.com/internet/portal/us/home/products/details/professional-large-format-printers/professional-photo-fine-art/imageprograf-pro-1000
https://www.usa.canon.com/internet/portal/us/home/products/details/professional-large-format-printers/professional-photo-fine-art/imageprograf-pro-1000

